STEM Careers – Hasmonean High School
Information and guidance

STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.
In challenging times and an era of expensive university education, a career that combines
excitement, interest, a challenge with better pay and long-term career prospects has got to
be effective. Science and technology make a vital contribution to health and well-being, and
STEM underpins the performance of the science, health, IT sector and engineering
industries.
STEM is vital because of expanding scientific frontiers, new product development and
accelerating technological progress. STEM is critical in computer systems design, scientific
research and development, and high tech manufacturing.
Whether you are reading this career guide as someone considering a STEM career already,
considering a course involving STEM subjects, a pupil at school, university graduate or as the
parent or grandparent of a child approaching a decision point in their career, STEM is an
area receiving a lot of attention from both business and government.
In the UK women are unrepresented in STEM jobs, and there is a cultural bias towards the
medical profession. STEM is a vast area and includes; subjects allied to medicine, biological
sciences, agricultural and related topics, physical sciences, mathematical sciences, computer
science, engineering and technology and architectural building and planning. Source = Joint
Academic Coding System (JACS)
Those STEM graduates working in Science enjoy a wage premium and Financial occupations
and further qualifications can help you achieve a premium salary. The shortage of STEM
skills also makes it easier to work in America than in some other job areas, so that shortages
can be combatted. STEM jobs include computer support specialists, computer
programmers, civil engineers, mechanical engineers, natural science managers, physicists,
agricultural and food science technicians, software publishers, biochemists, chemists and
pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturers.

In the US for example, 2.1 million new jobs in STEM are predicted between 2010 and 2020.
Source = US Bureau Labour Statistics. STEM-related jobs include; auditors, financial
consultants, underwriters, science administrators, policy advisors, science teachers, and
business managers in healthcare and conservation.
There is a significant shortfall of STEM skills compared with the demand. STEM-trained
employees have useful transferable skills; written communication, numeracy, understanding
risk and probability, adopting a logical and rigorous approach, analytical, problem solving
ability. These skills are highly marketable into different careers as well as self-employment.
Employment in the US in computer systems design/related services is increasing by + 47%,
fuelled by demand for sophisticated computer networks and mobile technologies.
13 Tips for a successful career in STEM:
1- Ensure your Maths and science are up to scratch – get extra tutoring if necessary
2- Make sure you research courses before making a decision
3- Put the Big Bang Fair in your diary for this/next year
http://www.thebigbangfair.co.uk/home.cfm
4- Check out the National STEM centre www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk
5- Take a look at STEM Net www.stemnet.org.uk
6- Investigate STEM Clubs www.stemclubs.net
7- Speak to people who work in STEM jobs
8- Find out what courses and universities employers rate
9- Make sure that your non-technical skills crucial for employability are up to scratch
10- Get your hands on a copy of the Telegraph’s Career of the Future supplement and look
at their jobs site
11- Check out any assumptions you have about what specific jobs and sectors are like – get
your facts straight, or you might miss out on great opportunities.
12- Keep an eye out for the latest news and check the Telegraph jobs in engineering listings
as posts are uploaded daily
13- If you are female and looking for career inspiration then do check out the new telegraph
jobs women in space STEM resource which lists historical women to have gone to space on
missions and modern women who work in the space industry at present.
Science, research, engineering and technology jobs are expected to grow at double the rate
of other occupations creating 142,000 jobs between now and 2023, according to a new
report published this week by the Social Market Foundation and EDF.

The study – Jobs of the Future – was commissioned by EDF Energy as part of its ‘Pretty
Curious’ programme, which aims to change the perception of science, technology,
engineering and maths subjects and inspire more young women to consider associated
STEM careers.
The report used new analysis of government data and examines trends in the growth of
science, research, engineering and technology jobs. The research predicts that computing
skills will be the most in demand with the highest number of new jobs (25%).
Key findings:








There will be 142,000 new jobs in science, research, engineering and technology from now
to 2023
Jobs in science, research, engineering and technology fields will grow twice as fast as other
careers (6% versus 3%), driven by factors including the pace of infrastructure investment
and digital innovation
Current figures show there will be a shortfall in the number of graduates and apprentices
available to fill these roles. For example, there will be a 40% shortfall in engineering
Getting more young women to consider these careers is essential to the success of UK
industrial strategy – currently women are less than a quarter of the workforce in four of the
five most in-demand industries
Future jobs include: computer coders; geotechnical design engineers; intelligence
consultants; robotics engineers, and data scientists
Demand for traditional science and engineering-focused areas, such as R&D and specialised
construction are expected to remain high, driven by government’s commitment to ongoing
investment in infrastructure.
However, even areas such as retail, PR, consultancy and legal, and financial services are
tipped to raise demand for science, research, engineering and technology skills between
now and 2023.

What’s great about STEM careers?
Good employment prospects
Today, the UK faces a skills shortage in STEM. This is bad news for the country. If this
continues, there will not be enough people in fields such as engineering, medical research
and even healthcare to meet our needs and keep the economy going.
The upside is it is good news for STEM graduates and apprentices as it means there are
plenty of jobs for those with STEM qualifications.
STEM skills are flexible
If you studying engineering, you end up in engineering – right? If you study computer
science, you have to be a programmer?
Not necessarily. While it’s true that STEM subjects – whether studied at university or
through an apprenticeship – lead towards a particular career, the skills you pick up are
very transferable. That means you can apply them to lots of different jobs.
'Great transferable skills mean all students should consider studying 1+ STEM subject'
Here are some of the skills you’ll pick up by studying virtually any STEM subject:




Problem solving.
Lateral thinking.
Critical thinking.

According to research by Kent University, analysing and investigating is the fourth-most
sought after skill by employers.
You can make a difference

The sheer breadth of STEM roles means there's bound to be something you care about.
Here are just some of the ways you could make a difference by pursuing a STEM career:
 Protect wildlife as a biologist.
 Tackle global warming as a climate scientist.
 Develop new treatments for disease as a chemical engineer.
 Help treat and cure patients as a doctor or nurse.
 Develop greener ways of powering vehicles as an automotive engineer.
You can earn a lot of money
When UK Business Insider listed the ten degrees which lead to the highest-paying jobs, all of
them were STEM. Civil engineering topped the list, with graduates earning an average of
£45,000 per year, and maths came in at number 10, with typical yearly earnings at around
£39,000.

Do I have to go to university?
No.
Many employers are offering higher and degree apprenticeships as a way into STEM careers
such as engineering, IT and accountancy.
You’ll need to have A-levels in STEM subjects, but instead of studying at university, you’ll
train in the workplace and work towards academic and vocational qualifications at the same
time.

Many STEM careers do require a university degree, such as doctor, nurse, research scientist,
and marine biologist.

Promoting STEM careers to young women
To meet the increased demand for roles, it’s vital that more young women elect to study
STEM-related subjects at school, further education and higher education.
EDF estimate that less than one-in-five (19% or 462,000) people working in science,
research, engineering and technology are women. Were the number of women to match
that of men working in industry, the number would be upwards of 1.2 million.
Chief information officer at EDF Energy, Sarah Flannigan explained: “We rely on the talents
of people with a variety of STEM skills and recognise the critical need to inspire more young
women to enter these fields.
“That is why we’re aiming to increase our intake of female STEM apprentices to 30% by
2018 and we hope by using innovative technology that appeals to teens, we will reach more
girls and inspire them to consider science and technology careers.”
Stephanie Fernandes, of the Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), commented:
“In the wake of the Brexit vote and the government’s ambitious and welcome commitment
to invest in science and innovation to boost the UK’s productivity, there has never been a
more important time to tackle the fundamental engineering skills gaps and shortages in the
UK head on.
“It is also a great time to be an engineer: demand far outstrips supply, salaries are rising and
there are fantastic career prospects for tomorrow’s engineers. But we cannot rely on these
factors to attract enough engineers to address the growing skills shortage in the UK.

STEM. It’s an acronym you’ve probably heard. But did you know that those four little letters
are important to you whatever you plan to do in your career?
We’ll tell you why – but first, let’s answer the question “what are STEM subjects?”
What are STEM subjects?
STEM stands for:





Science.
Technology.
Engineering.
Maths.

At school or college, the list of STEM subjects is pretty big:










Biology.
Chemistry.
Physics.
Design and technology.
Maths.
Information and communications technology (IT or ICT).
Computer science.
Economics.
Geography.

STEM subjects are important because they form the basis of a huge number of careers.
Some of these jobs might be obvious – like research scientist, doctor, engineer and
accountant. But others – such as software developer, pilot, architect – are not so obvious.
That’s why it’s so important to think carefully about your career plans when choosing
your GCSEs and A-levels. STEM subjects also give you loads of transferable skills which you
can apply in any career.
STEM careers are creative
Many STEM careers need creativity as much as the more analytical skills traditionally
associated with STEM subjects. Most STEM roles are about coming up with solutions to
problems – and problem solving is often about thinking creatively or “outside the box”.
Take architecture – it’s a core STEM career. Architects use complex maths every day. And
yet it’s one of the most creative careers out there. It’s a perfect examples of where maths
and creativity come together.

At the same time, STEM subjects require research, attention to detail and a critical approach
which is useful in any profession or subject. This means STEM and arts/humanities subjects
complement each other well at A-level, as skills gained in one can improve your approach to
the other.
There’s even a campaign going on at the moment to rename STEM “STEAM” to include the
artistic and design skills needed in many STEM-based careers.

What careers can STEM subjects lead to?
The breadth of careers STEM subjects can lead to is actually pretty breath-taking.

Here’s a mix of the everyday – and the out-of-the-ordinary. We’ve even included a guide to
the school/college subjects you must study to go into each profession:



Space scientist: From astronauts and rocket scientists to meteorologists and climate
scientists, space scientists study the Earth’s atmosphere, as well as outer space and
the things in it. Must study: Physics.



Doctor: General practitioners see patients locally to diagnose illnesses, while
consultants specialise in a particular area of medicine, and surgeons carry out
operations. Must study: Biology.



Civil engineer: Design the buildings, roads, bridges and other infrastructure. Must
study: Maths.



Accountant: Prepare and look at companies’ accounts: that is, the money they spend
and receive. Must study: Maths.



Web Developer: Use computer programming languages to build and improve
websites and online apps. Must study: Maths.



Marine biologist: Studies sea creatures, from their behaviour and the way they
interact, to the impact of humankind. Must study: Biology.



Automotive engineer: Design and improve land vehicles like cars, lorries and
vans. Must study:Maths.



Chemical engineer: Make and improve medicines, household products like
detergents, and cosmetics, which involve the use of chemicals. Must study: Maths.



Architect: Come up with the designs for buildings and other things in the built
environment, from bridges to football stadiums. Must study: Maths.
Statistician: Use information to draw conclusions about the real-world. Must study:
Maths.



